
Mike George – “Being Yourself”, Harmony House Leicester 

Saturday 8th November 2014, 2pm-5pm. 

This was Mike George’s first visit and talk at Harmony House (HH) since its opening. With his rock star like 

status in the BK world of lectures and talks, it was inevitable that the hordes of fans would come to pay 

homage to one of the Yagya’s more seasoned performers. So it proved that 220 fans came to listen, nod, 

laugh and delight in his every word and gestures. 

The anticipated excitement of joy in the incoming fans were equally welcomed 

by Harmony House’s meet and greet team of loving and smiling faces. With 

time to relax, chat, register for future events and visit the book shop, visitors 

were able to appreciate and savour the unique atmosphere of Harmony 

House. The vibrations in the foyer are such that visitors did not want to move 

from this magical area. With gentle persuasion from ushers and meet and 

greet team, the guests slowly meandered to the Auditorium. 

MC Sister Carolyn, from Derby, welcomed the audience and went through the customary house rules before 

introducing and welcoming Mike onto the stage. 

Sitting on a bar stool, reminiscent of Frank Sinatra, he delivered one of his 

finest and strongest performances.  With a three hour slot, the audience 

certainly got their money’s worth. Not only did the audience listen but 

were actively encouraged to nod and interact with him. After 1½ hours of 

performance, there followed an interval of 20 minutes of light 

refreshments. It’s the wonder of HH’s army of servers that so many were 

served in so few a time. With military precision and execution, the 

serviceable hand soldiers served all the guests with enthusiasm and love. 

Fully refreshed the second part of the performance began with an 

interactive workshop. Individuals were asked to score between 1 

and 10 of how quickly they could overcome the seven Ps (Position, 

Power, Pay, Possessions, Partner, People and Prestige). Mike 

certainly knows how to work the crowd and there followed a 

quick fire feedback from the audience. The stage programme 

drew to close with a silent meditation commentary from Mike for 

everyone to absorb the peaceful atmosphere and to re-connect 

with their inner self. Sister Carolyn closed the stage programme 

by thanking everyone and Mike for their attendance. 

Afterwards there was an opportunity for guests to soak up the vibrations of 

HH foyer, browse and purchase items from the Book Shop. Mike kindly offered 

to sign any of his books purchased. Some 60 of Mike’s books were sold and 

autographed. The Book Shop had one of its best days, recording record sales 

in a variety of items since Harmony House opened. Shortly afterward Mike left 

the building and the evening drew to a close. 

Harmony House is fast becoming a regular fixture on the BK tour list. If this is what has been achieved in 3 

months what will the next 3 months and beyond hold, only Baba and Drama knows. 

Om Shanti 


